
Sunglasses according to VANNI

A choice as strong as the models it presents: with its sunglasses for the new season, VANNI seeks to 
astonish. This time, without doubt, putting the accent on VANNIty. 

The Italian brand renowned for its exclusive acetates and for its original metal models is playing with 
fire, launching into a highly distinguished collection, to give life to designs in the unmistakable VANNI 
style.



Sunglasses according to VANNI

The raw material:
exclusive VANNI block acetate, or steel.
The stylistic details:
VANNI sunglasses possess a transgressive spirit, revealed in the bright colours and sculptural shapes of the acetates 
and in the brilliantly coloured metal constructions of the Colours and Remaster families. Each pair of VANNI 
sunglasses presents a detail that renders the style unique. 

Shapes and colours:
in the metal Colours collection, the original accentuated shapes are enhanced by double-framed constructions 
and vivid colour contrasts (in nuanced red or pink, but also white and turquoise). 
The acetate glasses in the Colours collection are exaggerated and material, and bring back a selection 
of celebrated shapes (the 50s round as well as the 80s rectangular), transporting them into the present thanks to 
whimsical vitamin colours that range in hue from fuchsia to yellow to transparent turquoise, to a newly-launched 
original tortoiseshell in a yellow and brown flame pattern.
The newest styles from the Remaster collection propose large, feminine shapes in gold or black metal, with 
a thin sheath of tortoiseshell acetate or glittering silver hidden in the profile of the front, encompassing and 
embellishing the circle. The small oval glasses, for him and for her, display an innovative structure that holds the 
two circles together with a thin aerial bar, minimal but with character. The lenses are made from UV 400 nylon, in 
full tint or in mirrored shades, to guarantee the best protection from the sun’s rays. 


